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We discuss the agreement in sign between the recently mea-
sured strange contribution to the proton magnetic moment
and SU(3) based ts to baryon octet magnetic moments.
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Recently the SAMPLE collaboration reported a new
result for a very difficult measurement, the parity violat-
ing asymmetry in the elastic scattering of polarized elec-
trons from protons at backward angles [1]. This asym-
metry allows [2] the determination of the contribution of
strange quark-antiquark pairs to the magnetic moments
of the proton, GsM , at Q
2 = 0.1 GeV2, the momentum
transfer of the experiment. If we assume that the ex-
trapolation to zero momentum transfer will not alter the
result, the experiment [1] gives GsM = 0.61 0.3 nm (nu-
clear magnetons) for the contribution of these pairs to the
proton magnetic moment, where we have added the var-
ious contributions to the uncertainty in quadrature. The
theoretical understanding of this result is a challenge to
models of the proton and other baryons [3]. Our main
point here is to note that the sign of the strange quark-
antiquark contribution is in agreement with fits based on
SU(3) for baryon octet magnetic moments. This agree-
ment therefore supports the assumption of SU(3) sym-
metry for baryon moments.
We first review the SU(3) fits to baryon magnetic mo-
ments made sometime ago [4–6], compare with the exper-
imental measurement and then comment on some theo-
retical issues.
Baryon magnetic moments were parameterized long
ago using the constituent quark model [7] [or equivalently
SU(6)], assuming only three constituent quarks. The for-
mulae, which contain as free parameters the constituent
quark magnetic moments, can fit the data with errors of
about 0.1 nm. The main assumption of these models is
that the proton spin stems entirely from quark spins.
This assumption, however, was challenged by experi-
ment [8]. To deal with this contradiction, many authors
demonstrated that one can get equivalent, or slightly bet-
ter fits within SU(3) models which allow contributions
to magnetic moments from quark-antiquark pairs as well
[4–6]. We follow the formulae of [6], but similar formu-
lae were proposed by many authors [4,5]. To remind the
reader, baryon magnetic moments are parameterized in
these models as follows:
µ(p) = µu∆u + µd∆d + µs∆s
µ(n) = µd∆u + µu∆d + µs∆s (1)
µ(Σ+) = µu∆u + µs∆d + µd∆s, etc.
where µ(p) is the proton magnetic moment and µi are the
quark moments while the quantity ∆u is the axial vector
matrix element of the u quark current in the proton (in
the specific model of ref [6], which is valid, for example, if
antiquarks have no net polarization [9]). These formulae
assume SU(3) symmetry for the magnetic moments in the
octet. In the constituent quark model ∆u = 4/3, ∆d =
−1/3 and ∆s = 0 , and so these formulae (called GSE
in ref [6]) are simple generalizations of the constituent
quark model formulae. For the magnetic moment of the
proton the strange contribution is µs∆s, which in this
model is GsM of ref [1]. If we use the fit of [6], we obtain
(−0.71 nm) times (−0.20.05)  +0.14 nm0.04 [see ref
[6] table II and Eq. (22)]. The measured baryon moments
have changed a little for the same quantity since 1991 and
with more recent data we obtain a central value of 0.13
nm. The fit is shown in Table I, and the fitting procedure
is explained in [6]. Similar results have been obtained in
the literature with other models of the same kind, based
on SU(3), which however do not make the identification
of ∆q with axial vector matrix elements. For example, ref
[5] [see Eq. (22)], quotes µN (ss) = 0.13 nm = GsM some
years ago in agreement with what we report here, even
though the detailed procedure is quite different from the
procedure in [6], in particular there is no connection to
the axial vector matrix elements.
What do we learn from this comparison? The agree-
ment in sign between the SAMPLE result and fits based
on approximate SU(3) symmetry for the baryon moments
support the assumption of approximate SU(3) symmetry
for these magnetic moments in the specific form used by
the fits. This is useful to know, especially as the spe-
cific way in which SU(3) symmetry is maintained in the
GSE equations does allow for breaking of the symme-
try by the quark magnetic moments. Conversely, the
agreement supports the validity of the experimental re-
sult [assuming this time that SU(3) symmetry is good!].
This again is useful since the measurements of the SAM-
PLE collaboration are very difficult. The assumption
of perfect SU(3) symmetry for the quark-antiquark sea
in the proton is certainly false as we know from a vari-
ety of sources. However if the contribution to the mag-
netic moments from the sea is small (as is the case here
with 0.132.79) the error coming from a large symmetry
breaking in the quark-antiquark sea is diminished in the
overall moments. In this context it is interesting to note
that an analysis of the experimental data from the early
SAMPLE publication [1] in the context of chiral pertur-
1
bation theory [10], gives a central value for the magnetic
moment of +0.18 nm, which is close to the value we find
from this rough SU(3) fit of the octet magnetic moments.
None of this tells us anything about the interpreta-
tion of the positive sign of GsM . But there is theoretical
work which supports the GSE fits. In particular models
assuming the chiral quark model [9] derive a negatively
polarized sea, which in the special case of the proton
implies a positive value for GsM - as shown above: nega-
tive ∆s multiplied by a negative µs. The precise values
of these quantities are not predicted by the model [9],
nevertheless there is some comfort in knowing a possible
simple physical interpretation of the measurement. Lat-
tice calculations seem to allow both signs for GsM [11],
so at the moment it is hard to find confirmation for the
experimental result in these models. On the other hand
fits to baryon magnetic moments using Skyrme models
which are constrained to fit the experimental data [12]
produce positive strange contributions. It is tempting to
take this result as another confirmation of the agreement
between moments in the octet and a positive strange con-
tribution to the proton moment, under the assumption
of approximate SU(3) symmetry for the octet moments.
Where do we go from here? One simple way is to
use the measurement of GsM as a constraint in fits, or
models, to help restrict the range of variables. For exam-
ple, within the framework of the SU(3) models described
above we can use the experimental value of GsM as a fur-
ther constraint to our fits. In conclusion, we expect that
any detailed explanation of GsM should also explain the
magnetic moments of the octet of baryons.
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TABLE I. Best ts to magnetic moments (in nm).
Particle Magnetic momenta Fit (GSE)
p 2.79  0.10 2.70  0.08
n −1.91  0.10 −1.87  0.07
+ 2.46  0.11 2.59  0.08
− −1.16  0.10 −1.22  0.08
0 −1.25  0.10 −1.33  0.08
− −0.65  0.10 −0.58  0.09
 −0.61  0.10 −0.59  0.06
 −1.61  0.13 −1.54  0.05
χ2/NDF 4.39/4
a(1) = u + d + s 0.25  0.04b 0.28  0.22
a(8) = u + d− 2s 0.59  0.03b 0.85  0.05
a(3) = u−d 1.27  0.01 1.27 (input)
µu +2.40  0.03
µd −1.20  0.03


















aThe errors reflect both experimental and theoretical uncer-
tainty.
bSee John Ellis, hep-ph/0005322.
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